Raven ’ s Night
WELCOME TO

THREE EVENTS IN ONE NIGHT

5pm -

ALL HALLOWS EVE EXPOSITION

6:30pm - Salon lunaire concert
Live music by: DragonSong
7:30pm -

CabAret Melancholia

An Esoteric Tribal Fusion Belly Dance show

Memento Mori
HOSTED BY:

BELLADONNA
Performances BY:

Belladonna
Brenna Crowley & debbie despina cartsos
Dalgali
Dana Beaufait
Danielle Hutton
IRINA AKULENKO
JILL PARKER
KAESHI CHAI
Ken Vegas & Laura Sutherland
MIRA BETZ
NAIMAH & AMETHYST
SUPERKATE & TERESA TOMB
THE LUNACHIX
TROUPE ‘HIP’ NOTIC

3 STARS BREWING COMPANY

HOLIDAY

PARTY
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 9TH, 2018

Act One

Act Two

Belladonna with special guests

Irina Akulenko - Maiden and Death

- Ancestral Invocation

“I am a friend, and come not to punish.
Be of good cheer! I am not fierce,
Softly shall you sleep in my arms” - Excerpt from a poem by German poet Matthias Claudius

My uplifted Ancestors, guides, fierce protectors and skilled healers, please stand with me.
Be with me in this moment and guide me along my path. I have not forgotten my
commitment to our lineage, and I vow to never forget.
Featuring:Belladonna, Artemis Morat, Maria Hamer, SuperKate,
Teresa Tomb and Dana Beaufait

Naimah & Amethyst - Brewing Three Times the Trouble
Double, double toil and trouble; Fire burn and Cauldron Bubble
Darkness burns deep in the soul; Three witches stir the iron bowl
Such strong desire for higher power; Turn the heart and stomach sour
Guilty blood red hands of death; All Hail Macbeth!
Featuring: Khiyatta, Melissa Jackson and Naimah

Brenna Crowley & debbie despina cartsos -

Beyond the Veil

When you found your soulmate, nothing can separate them, not even death.
Featuring: Brenna Crowley and Debbie Despina Cartsos

Troupe ‘Hip” Notic - Adrift
Grief has been compared to a shipwreck, but how do we mourn when there is no closure? Those who
have suffered ambiguous loss may remain adrift in unresolved grief, and hold out hope eternally.
“But she has come down to condemn that wild ocean, for the murderous loss of her man.
His boat sailed out on Wednesday morning, and it’s feared she’s gone down with all hands.”
-The Fisherman’s Song. Featuring: Jess, Tania, Becca, Alison, and Chaundra

Kaeshi CHAI - Morto
Death sweet death, the visitor, dark color at my door. I’m hesitant to answer,
for what I fear is in store. With you I shall play hide and seek, so knock forever more.
There are worse for you to take, please leave me, I implore.
I know what life has got to give, I know of pain and sorrow. I do not know what you shall bring, to
payments for my borrow. You seem so dark too dark to read, a shadow for the grave. Death sweet
death, leave me to live, what’s lost for if I stay? - Ken Bennight Featuring: Kaeshi Chai

Featuring: Irina Akulenko, Jackie Kittarina Cohen, Shoko Batson, Han Chen, Juniper,
and Andy Henriquez

Jill Parker & Adelfes Ephemeral - By a Thread
The three fates, known as the Moirai, determine the thread of life and death of mortals. Tonight, the sisters
focus on a woman, marking the three stages of life: maiden, mother, crone. When the mortal grows tired
under the weight of these life milestones and passes on to the afterlife, the sisters to gather their materials
and set off in search of the next soul about to be born.
Featuring: Jill Parker, Nanette Blake, Maria Hamer, and Tessa Myers.

DANIELLE HUTTON - Coming Home
She watches. She nurtures. She protects. She loves.
When she appears, it’s time. It’s time to come home.
Featuring: Danielle Hutton and Roxanne Benefiel

Dana Beaufait - REFLECTION
So look in the mirror... and tell me.... who do you see? Is it still you? Or is it me? We are all reflections of
each other. We are the universe experiencing itself. As we become flesh and then leave that flesh behind,
we teach each other so many lessons that live on past us. ‘Universal Truths’ is an ancient language we
have shared through each life, come and gone.
The darkness can be as healing as the light, in this piece we look within humanity at our core, our blood?
our soul? our instincts? This performance is one of an infinite number of possibilities interpreting the
purpose of balancing life and death.
Featuring: Dana Beaufait

Superkate & Teresa Tomb The Emperor Wears No Watch

“There comes a time...”
Featuring: Superkate and Teresa Tomb

Dalgali - Awakening in Valhalla

Mira Betz - Faded Solitude

In battle, there are warriors who survive to see a new dawn. Then there are warriors who awaken in a
place where the day is spent engaged in glorious battle and the night is spent in feast. And not all warriors are men... This is Valhalla, home of Odin and all fallen brothers and sisters of Midgard. These Shield
Maidens have arrived in their heaven just in time for Ragnarok.
This was a great day to die. SKÁL! Featuring: Morana Gin, Sally Cinch, Talon, Belac,

Facing the inevitable invisibility of age, as death beckons, how do we face our own selves in a dance of
remembrance and bid farewell, gracefully, to the intricacies of youth.

Billie LeTourneau, Adriane Whalen, and Odin

Featuring: Mira Betz

The LunaChix - Spring of Life

Ken Vegas & Laura Sutherland - Shooting Stars

The work of photographer Maria Ionova-Gribina, “Natura Morta” depicts animals found dead in the
road and placed upon colorful flower beds. Maria remembered honoring dead creatures in her youth
and said “...it was a children’s curiosity, our first studies of mortality.” Tonight the Lunachix bring you their
own study of mortality, inspired by Maria’s work.

Intermission -

Featuring: Jo Boring, Rose Calavera, Sarah Cummings, Sondra Pedersen-Gielskie,
Patsy Beebe, Ericka Condon Ericson, Erika Miller, Elizabeth Raphaelson,
and Jessica Morse

Sometimes our heroes live on through us. Featuring: Ken Vevas and Laura Sutherland
20 Minutes.
Please visit the shop in the lobby to check out this year’s limited edition Raven’s Night Merchandise.

Artist’s Biographies
Belladonna -

Washington, DC

(Producer & HOst of raven’s Night)
Belladonna, the Baroness of Blades, is a resident of DC where she
proudly paves the way for sword dancing around the globe. Her
tribal fusion style has been a spearhead and inspiration for modern
belly dance with it’s unique approach of blending traditional
cultures with a modern edge. BOHEMIANBELLYDANCE.COM

Brenna Crowley -

New York City, NY

Brenna Crowley is an eclectic belly dance artist, choreographer,
instructor and co-producer in NYC, performing and teaching
locally and across the country in many theatrical dance productions, belly dance festivals and other events for over a decade. She
has performed as a featured soloist, as well as a member of Sera
Solstice’s Solstice Ensemble, Altagracia’s Caribbean Rose Dance
Company, Ayshe’s Cult of Isis Ensemble and many others. She is the
director of her troupe Zilla Dance Ensemble, which was formed in
2009. She is part of the dance event production team BrennSelle.
With Giselle BellydanceNYC, they have produced and curated themed dance shows on the smaller scale
with their Baile Noir soirees, and on the larger scale with the annual Witching Hour Boo-tique theatrical
dance concert.
		
BRENNADANCE.COM

Dalgali -

Washington, DC Area

Dalgali is a professional troupe in the DC area with a diverse background. Their experience and inspiration for choreography, artistic
vision and in performing, has come from Cabaret, Tribal, Fusion
and Gothic Belly Dance.
Dalgali, which is a Turkish word that means curvy, bending, wiggly
or squiggly was decided, by the Dalgali dancers, that it was a perfect name for the the new troupe. Dalgali formed in 2014 with the
intent to form an eclectic troupe, combining styling, technique and
character from each dancer’s unique background in dance.

Dana Beaufait Stevens
- Norfolk, VA
A second generation bellydancer, Dana B. enjoys makeup,
cosplay, art, and dancing. She loves working with other creatives
and has recently become a long distance member of Browncoat
Bellydance troupe. She also Created Veil Poi, Poi Veil, Voi, Silk Poi,
a new Belly Dance prop that has been taking the world by storm.
Even though it has many different names it is always fun and Beautiful to dance with. She has taught over a hundred classes including
costuming and makeup workshops, Veil Poi workshops, Basic Belly
Dance classes, Zil classes, Veil classes, Theatrical movement course, ritual dance movement and more.
Follow for more fun behind the scenes @wyrdo0ochick or DANABEAUFAIT.COM

DAnielle Hutton -

New York City, NY

When New York-based fusion belly dance performer Danielle
Hutton moves, it’s sensuality incarnate. Authenticity and nuanced
grace imbue all of Danielle’s work: as a choreographer, performer,
and educator. For over 17 years, Danielle has been a fixture within
the New York City belly dance community. She was a principal
dancer of Solstice Dance Ensemble, and a guest dancer in Bellyqueen and Zilla Dance Ensemble. Danielle is the director and
producer of Choreographer’s Vision, a theatrical fusion dance
salon that promotes the exploration of human connection through
movement.
DANIELLEDANCE.COM

debbie despina cartsos NEW YORK CITY, NY

Innovative instructor and virtuoso performer Debbie Despina Cartsos is obsessed with belly dance. Despina’s belly dance adventure
started 13 years ago when she began studying American Tribal
Style® with Mimi Fontana. Under Irina Bellyrina’s mentorship, she
discovered the Salimpour family legacy. The Salimpour program
has been an important tool in her growth: she is Jamila Level 1 certified and continues to study both Salimpour™ School formats. She
also studies under renowned world fusion artist, and master choreographer Dalia Carella. Mentor and design muse Dalia is Despina’s co-producer for Menagerie d’Arte
presented by DCDC & D.Webb Designs, Despina’s NYC fashion design house. ATS® Certified Teacher
and FCBD® sister studio, Despina currently teaches ATS® ultd in NYC and teaches folkloric fusion belly
dance in Astoria. She is the director of The Mati Dance Tribe and also dances under Corpus Callosum.
			
DESPINADANCE.COM

DragonSong -

Washington, DC

DragonSong is a collaborative world music ensemble performing a
synthesis of contemporary and traditional music. With a shared love
of stretching musical boundaries, this tribe of artists bands together
to experiment freely with an open mind, challenge one another,
and explore artistic diversity. Their organic nature and addiction to
exotic rhythms has birthed a kaleidoscope of original compositions
with a unique, international flavor.

IRINA Akulenko -

NEW YORK CITY, NY

Irina Akulenko is a New York City-based artist, with a burning passion for arts of all genres. Since 2001, Irina explored both Egyptian
Cabaret and American Tribal Style belly dance, Classical Indian
(Odissi), contemporary, and Flamenco and now enjoys fusing
these art forms. Today, Irina performs on various New York stages
and tours nationally and internationally as a soloist fusion dancer;
teacher and principal dancer with Bellyqueen Dance Theater; and
choreographer and Assistant Director for NASA-powered multimedia show Bella Gaia.
DANCEIRINA.COM

Jill Parker -

San Francisco, CA

Kaeshi Chai -

NEW YORK CITY, NY

Jill Parker is the founder of the modern Tribal Fusion belly
dance phenomenon, birthed out of San Francisco, California
in the mid-90’s. An original member of FatChanceBellyDance,
and founder of Ultra Gypsy Dance Theater, she’s an exceptional
teacher with a gift for demystifying this intricate dance, making it
accessible for new dancers, and offering insights for refinements
and nuance to the most seasoned professional dancer.
With nearly three decades of experience, Jill has trained the top
belly dancers in the genre and influenced a generation of dancers
with her modern innovations, while remaining rooted in the traditional, sensual, and authentic.
Under Adelfes Ephemeral, Jill brings to life an experimental fusion belly dance collaboration with Nanette
Blake, Maria Hamer, and Tessa Myers.
JILLPARKERDANCE.COM

Kaeshi Chai is a dancer and teacher trainer based in NYC who
co-founded the professional dance company and school, Bellyqueen, and also PURE (Public Urban Ritual Experiment), a global
community of artists focused on empowerment and social change
through dance and music. Kaeshi has performed and taught extensively internationally, and is an alumni member of the Bellydance
Superstars, Jillina’s Bellydance Evolution and Kenji William’s Bella
Gaia. One of her all-time joys is dancing to live music.She teaches
at the Bellyqueen School of Dance, leads creative labs using Sprint
methodology to create full-length theatrical dance shows in 3-4
days and curates an annual PURE Conference.
KAESHI.COM |

BELLYQUEEN.COM |

Mira Betz -

PUREGLOBE.ORG

oakland, CA

Mira Betz has been teaching and performing Traditional and
Contemporary forms of Middle Eastern dance for over 28 years.
Her work has been instrumental in the emergence of a new style
known all around the world as Tribal Fusion, a dance rooted in
tradition while forging new bonds between world dance and individuality. Mira, known as a teacher’s teacher, empowers students
to cultivate curiosity, find their own unique voice, and brings the
notions of artistry and integrity to every class. She travels internationally continuing to spread her experience, knowledge and love
for dance through her captivating performance and engaging teaching style.
MIRAMANIA.COM

Naimah & AmEthYst
Washington, DC

Naimah is the director of award winning troupe Amandari formed
in 2008. She has been practicing belly dance going on 20 years.
There is a small chapter of Amandari called Amethyst. Their style
is eclectic and experimental. They can be seen traveling along the
east coast. Naimah has been the coordinator of a few shows in MD
including the bi-monthly Moonlight Tribal Lounge which showcased
American Tribal Style, Tribal Fusion and experimental styles of belly
dance from the areas top professional dancers of that genre.
Naimah is now the co-director of Maryland’s largest belly dance festival, “Art of the Belly” in Ocean City,
MD which showcases ALL styles of belly dance from all over since 2011.

SUPERKATE -

LEXINGTON, KY

SuperKate is a passionate and talented performer, instructor, and
choreographer based in Lexington, KY. The love of theatre, dance,
and music pushes her to higher levels of creativity. You can find her
performing solo around the nation and internationally, in the duo
Skella (with Belladonna), with Rakadu Dance (Lexington, KY), and
Subee Djinn (Los Angeles, CA). She hopes others will be inspired
by her passion and find their own voice and energy to give back to
the world.

Teresa Tomb -

LEXINGTON, KY

Teresa Tomb is the artistic director for Rakadu and owner of Mecca
Live Studio & Gallery in Lexington, KY. With over 20 years of
dance under her hip belt, Teresa began her belly dance career
studying cabaret and folkloric styles and then concentrated her
study in tribal style belly dance, founding Rakadu along with fellow
dance mates: Melissa Smyth and Lisa Duggins. Rakadu is best
known for their rich musical diversity, highly explorative utilization
of theater, and seamless improvisation. Rakadu improvisation is the
real-time metamorphoses of substance, technique, and relationship. Through Teresa’s processes, trust, release, acceptance, and gratitude open the performer’s mind to
the possibility. The result is nothing less than obvious and intentional experience—which has created some
amazing, timeless art.					

WWW.MECCADANCE.COM

The Lunachix - New York, NY
The Lunachix have been crafting their unconventional brand of
modern fusion dance since 2013. Winner of the 2017 East Coast
Classic troupe competition, the Lunachix count Jill Parker and Amy
Sigil among their biggest inspirations. Directed by Jo Boring, the
Lunachix perform both original choreographies as well as Hot Pot/
Unmata style ITS. The Lunas reside all over central New York, and
are bonded by dance, friendship, and the light of the moon.
THELUNACHIX.COM

Troupe ‘Hip’ Notic Southern, MD

Known for their charismatic, creative, and emotive performances,
Troupe ‘Hip’notic has been performing their eclectic belly dance
fusion throughout the US since 2004. They love to tell a story
through characters, emotivity, and movement, and especially,
to evoke specific, strong emotions from their audiences.
They aim to envelop you in the world of their piece and to lead
you on a journey through their stories.

THANK YOU

To the members of our audience and all of the souls who attend and
continue to celebrate Raven’s Night with us... we thank you.
This year marks our “lucky 7”. We began Raven’s Night in 2012 and Ken and I feel like each
year just gets better and better! We are beyond grateful to the Birchmere, their staff and our
incredible production team. We have a tremendous amount of love and gratitude
to our fabulous cast and to each and every performer tonight’s show come to life.
In a world full of hardships we hope to bring some light.
Much love,hope to see you next year!
Belladonna and Ken Vegas

PRODUCTION CREDITS:
EXPO PERFORMERS & GAME HOSTESSES: Vicki, Griz, Jennine, Ce, Roxie, Alyssum, Jennifer,

and to my amazing students: Mattan, Jesse and Lily of Melije!
SALON LUNIARE LIVE MUSIC: DragonSong and special guests
PRODUCTION TEAM: SuperKate, Sandy, Avery, Jo Wall, the Birchmere Staff,

Ted, Kim, Sofia, Alexis, Mary, Jessica and all of our amazing volunteers!
PHOTOGRAPHER: Carrie Meyer of The Dancer’s Eye
VENUES: The Birchmere
HOST HOTEL: The Kimpton Lorien Hotel

In Memorium

Transit Umbra Lux Permanet

(Shadows passes, light remains)
Tonight’s show is in honor of and dedicated to all of the family, friends, great
dancers and teachers who who have come before us. We hope to honor their
memory with the work that we do and by the pieces that will be presented. Belladonna and Ken have been lucky enough and have had the privilege to know
many dancers, friends and family who have passed beyond the veil. Unfortunately we can not name them all here, but would like to make special mention
of the following people who had a tremendous impact
on Belladonna and the creation of Raven’s Night.

Kaihea, Thank you for your friendship, inspiration
and for always pushing me to try new things.
John Compton, Thank you for sharing your passion and talents
with the world and for being an amazing teacher.
Jamila Salimpour, Thank you for creating a language around
movement and building the foundation for belly dance in America.
Shukriya, Thank you for creating the Rakkasah events and
providing beautiful spaces and opportunities for dancers, vendors
and community members to gather and celebrate belly dance.
Jan Wynkoop, Thank you for being my mom.
To our audience, staff and cast,
may your heart always be more full of wonderful memories than with sadness.
And may the memories of all of those you have loved live on in you,
your actions and contributions to the world.
with love,

Belladonna and Ken Vegas

